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The study employed 206 entry-level, retail sales

associates working for a large telecommunications company

across 70 store sites. The purpose of the study was to

discriminate successful performers from those with little

sales potential via a valid, fair, and practical selection

procedure. The experimental test set consisted of the

General Ability Battery, Sales Attitude Checklist, Wonderlic

Personnel Test, SRA Verbal Form, School and College Ability

Test Verbal, SPA Arithmetic Index, and SRA Reading Index.

Supervisory ratings and percent revenue data were used as

measures of sales performance. Based on the multiple

regression results, the SPA Reading Index and SRA Verbal

Form were chosen to compose the final selection system for

the retail sales position.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, it has become widely accepted that

employment testing has great utility in making personnel

decisions (Anastasi, 1988). For the employer and employee

alike, placing individuals into jobs for which they are

qualified is mutually beneficial. More specifically, an

accurate match of a candidate's abilities to the demands of

a job result in lower turnover and increased job

satisfaction (Spooner, 1985). Research reinforces the

proper use of testing as a successful method of making

competent personnel selection decisions (Dunnette & Borman,

1979; Zedeck & Cascio, 1984).

The present study focuses on the need for a system of

employee selection in the retail sales division of a large

telecommunications company. The primary goal of the

selection system is to distinguish quality entry-level sales

performers from candidates with little sales potential. The

selection process presently used to fill retail sales

positions in the organization under study is nonsystematic

and prone to subjectivity. For instance, assessments of

sales competence for potential candidates are made during

1
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interviews that lack structure and objectivity and are not

directly job-related. Additional positions are filled by

placing displaced company employees in the available jobs

based on seniority.

Retail departments of industries are continually

impacted by competitive and financially demanding times.

Subsequently, staffing efforts are increasingly focused on

methods of improving employee quality and satisfaction,

while deflating costs. Organizations have found that one of

the solutions to acquiring superior, highly-productive

personnel originates in the development of selection systems

that result in accurate hiring decisions. In fact, "the

impact of valid selection procedures on work-force

productivity is considerably greater than most personnel

psychologists have believed" (Schmidt, Hunter, McKenzie, &

Muldrow, 1979, p. 609).

Validation Designs

Although many models of validation exist, literature

indicates that the criterion-related validation design is

best suited for assessing and developing selection systems

(Guion, 1976). In fact, criterion-related validation

designs are employed in an attempt to predict future job

success (Cascio, 1987). To accomplish this goal,

statistical relationships are determined between predictor

measures and criterion measures. "A correlation with a
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job-related criterion is evidence of the job relatedness of

the predictor" (Guion, 1987, p. 210).

Personnel decisions are made meaningful when the

outcome of a selection system is accurate prediction of

performance via examinations of criterion/predictor

relationships (Cascio, 1987). Researchers utilize the

multiple regression model as "a statistical technique that

enables a decision maker to forecast each individual's

criterion status based on predictor information" (p. 270).

Inherent in multiple regression models are variables

that can potentially affect criterion/predictor

relationships and subsequent predictability, particularly

suppressor variables (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). While

true independent variables (IVs) are useful in prediction,

suppressor variables "enhance importance of other IVs by

virtue of suppression of irrelevant variance in other IVs or

in the dependent variable (DV) " (p. 161). In other words, a

suppressor variable is a predictor with a negative beta

weight, a high correlation with other predictors, and a lack

of association with the criterion that increases prediction

by suppressing irrelevant variance in a predictor (Cascio,

1987).

Depending on the temporal availability of the criterion

measure, a concurrent or predictive design may be employed.

Concurrent validity, as it applies, is assessed when
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criterion data are gathered at the same time as the

predictor data. When the collection of criterion data is

some time after predictor testing, predictive validity is

assessed (Cascio, 1987).

A central issue in the development of personnel

selection systems is the appropriate use of concurrent

versus predictive designs. Research notes that the choice

of criterion validation strategies is guided by conflicting

points of view (Sussman & Robertson, 1986).

According to Barrett, Phillips, and Alexander (1981),

"frequently the conceptual distinction between predictive

and concurrent validity has been exaggerated" (p. 1). They

note that the past and present criticisms of the concurrent

design, including missing persons, range restriction,

motivation and demographic differences, and job tenure do

not significantly distort concurrent validity coefficients.

At least for studies employing tests of intellectual

abilities, the differences that may exist between the

designs do not indicate the concurrent design to be an

inaccurate estimate of predictive validity.

The effectiveness of the concurrent design was further

examined by Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, and Kirsch (1984). They

found the concurrent validity design to be an appropriate

substitute for predictive validity. Concurrent validation

designs produced validity coefficients nearly equivalent to
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the predictive design. Earlier research also supported the

success of the concurrent validity design in the development

of personnel selection systems (Bemis, 1968; Lent, Aurbach,

& Levin, 1971).

Advocates of the predictive validity design note that

there is a place for concurrent designs. Cascio (1987)

concludes that "for cognitive ability tests, concurrent

studies appear to provide useful estimates of validity

derived from predictive studies" (p. 155). However, a

concurrent design is not a viable substitute for a

predictive model without accounting for variables such as

range restriction and differences due to job tenure and

motivation. Researchers concur with the recommendation that

"one cannot simply substitute one procedure for another in

any given situation, without considering the characteristics

of a particular situation" (Guion & Cranny, 1982. p. 243).

Criterion Issues

Criteria can be conceptualized as standards of

evaluation to be used as measurements of individuals'

performance (Cascio, 1987). Issues involved in the use of

criteria as measures of job performance involve

dimensionality, multiple versus composite criteria, and the

nature of the criteria, subjective and objective.

Due to the variety of tasks involved in retail jobs,

importance must be placed on an accurate and complete
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description of the target position. In attaining a total

picture of the essential requirements of a job, Cascio

(1987) notes that "adequate measurement of job performance

requires parallel multi-dimensionality in criteria" (p. 67).

In other words, multiple facets of job-related performance

are measured in relation to a common research goal.

Some researchers contend that the most effective way to

attain a complete picture of necessary job elements is the

utilization of a composite criterion (Nagle, 1953;

Thorndike, 1949). A composite criterion as a standard of

work performance provides a global measure of the value to

the organization of each employee (Brogden & Taylor, 1950a).

With applied considerations in mind, Brogden and Taylor

stressed the economic implications and benefits of combining

criterion measures to make personnel decisions. Hence, the

intent of validity designs employing composite criteria

remains economical and practical (Cascio, 1987).

In contrast, supporters of multiple criteria contend

that greater understanding of behavior ought to be the goal

in validity research (Schmidt & Kaplan, 1971). Additional

research argues that the psychological and behavioral

emphasis is lost with the use of composite criterion as an

aggregate measure of performance (Guion, 1961; Guion, 1965).

Objective and subjective performance data are the two

major classifications of job performance indicators.
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Objective data are generally production data, such as sales

volume and error rates, or personnel data, including

accidents and turnover rates. This type of criterion data

has been widely used to evaluate sales performance. Taylor,

Schneider, and Symons (1953) found basic salary to be a

viable predictor of sales success. However, potential

contaminating factors should be considered when using sales

data as criteria (Smith, 1976). Geographical territory,

economic fluctuations and demographic aspects are just a few

of the factors that can impact sales rates and figures.

Subjective performance data have become more emphasized

in research and industry due to the contaminating problems

in objective measures (Cascio, 1987). However, the utility

of subjective measures are contingent upon careful control

of errors associated with behavioral rating. Common rater

errors include leniency, severity, central tendency, halo,

proximity, and logical biases.

Methods for controlling rater errors have centered on

rater training and rating instruments. Attempts at training

raters have concentrated on eliminating judgment biases and

systematic errors (Bernardin & Buckley, 1981). Yet, the

effect on rating accuracy remains questionable (Cascio,

1987). Training that focuses on only observable, job-

related behaviors may be pivotal to accurate and unbiased

ratings (Fay & Latham, 1982).
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The instrument used in the rating process is of prime

importance. The rating instrument should be designed to

take the burden off the rater by assisting in the ease of

rating (Smith & Kendall, 1963). Tools such as the

Behavioral Anchored Rating Scale (BARS) and the

Behavioral Observation Scales (BOS) were developed for job

relevance, rater accuracy, and rater convenience (Cascio,

1987). Most notably, the design of any behaviorally-based

rating instruments should focus on structure in order to

generate job relevance and rater competence (Banks &

Roberson, 1985).

Sales Selection Research

Research on the use of validation studies in the

selection of sales positions dates back to the early 1900's.

In 1916, Munsterberg administered a paper and pencil test

battery to 450 subjects, including 95 salespersons (Burtt,

1917). The results showed that a paper and pencil test

could differentiate sales ability. In another early study,

Oschrin (1918) administered a paper and pencil test battery

to 18 retail salespersons. Findings concluded that mental

tests could be used to measure retail sales ability.

Personnel selection in sales continued to be researched

in the 1920s. Freyd (1926) attempted to distinguish

productive from unproductive stock salespersons by testing

31 subjects via different types of tests. Instruments
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included in the study were a job knowledge test, a test of

general intelligence, and a personality test. Sales

production records were used as measures of sales success.

Freyd found two attitude tests, an objections to purchasing

test (r = .41) and the Will-Temperament test (r = .49), and

a business information test (r = ,46) to be among the eight

out of 21 tests that differentiated successful from

unsuccessful sales performance (cited in Irons, 1990).

A study by Ohmann (1941) emphasized the importance of

criterion and predictor development in sales selection. A

number of objective performance measures of manufacturing

sales were analyzed to establish the best criterion against

which predictors would be validated. Subjective criterion

data were determined via interviews and on-the-job

observations of successful and unsuccessful salespersons.

Preliminary validation of the test battery, the Bernreuter

Personality Inventory and Strong's Vocational Interest

Blank, showed promising results. The key to improving the

selection of quality sales personnel was stressed to be

accurate identification of sales criteria and predictor

instruments.

The difficulty in identifying predictors of sales

performance was reinforced in two recent meta-analysis

studies. A meta-analysis of validation studies published in

Personnel Psychology and the Journal of Applied Psychology
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between 1964 and 1982 found low correlations between

predictors and sales criteria (Schmitt, Gooding, Noe &

Kirsch, 1984). The correlation mean of 50 sales-related

validity coefficients was .17. The fact that several types

of predictors and criteria were used in the studies may have

resulted in the lower correlation figures in that a lack of

consistency in types of measures leads to random effects.

A meta-analysis study by Churchill, Ford, Hartley, and

Walker (1985) examined validation research spanning the

years 1918 to 1982 and incorporated various levels of sales

positions. The researchers found a similar mean correlation

of .19 using various predictors of sales success. These

results warrant a closer examination of the types of

predictors and criteria used in sales validation research.

Test Combinations in Sales Validation

Ghiselli (1973) updated a previous review of literature

pertaining to occupational validity tests published between

1920 and 1971 and various unpublished materials. Included

in the investigation were 21 types of jobs (e.g. managerial,

clerical, sales), 20 types of tests (e.g. intellectual,

perceptual accuracy, personality), and two types of

criteria, subjective ratings and objective performance

measures. Validity coefficients for each job were reported

as average correlations between the predictor tests and

criterion scores.
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Ghiselli (1973) made the distinction between lower

level sales clerks, including retail sales persons, and the

higher level sales jobs in terms of test validity. The

results indicated that for the sales clerk positions, the

only intellectual abilities tests to correlate positively

were arithmetic tests, involving the computation of various

arithmetic problems including making change, at .10. For

the higher level sales positions, cognitive intelligence

tests, such as those measuring general intelligence and

mental alertness, and arithmetic tests yielded correlations

of .34 and .29, respectively. Personality inventories,

measuring various aspects of personality, correlated .36

with the criteria for the lower sales clerk jobs and .29

with the higher sales positions. In fact, all personality

measure correlations were actually better for sales clerks

than for higher level sales jobs. Ghiselli noted that the

observed validity correlations were "conservative as

descriptions of the predictive power of occupational

aptitude tests" (p. 477). Carefully selected combinations

of test predictors may have served to increase the validity

values (Ghiselli, 1973).

Historically, tests of intellectual abilities,

including general intelligence, verbal ability and

mathematical ability, and personality tests have been

utilized together as predictors of sales performance.
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Schultz (1935) used personality tests, intelligence tests,

and biographical information to test 556 life insurance

salesmen. The results showed that when combined in a

battery, personality tests and tests of intellectual ability

could discriminate poor from successful sales performers

based on production records.

In a 1962 study, Miner tested 65 petroleum company

salesmen using personality tests, intellectual abilities

tests, and tests of spatial and mechanical abilities. With

sales figures as criteria, cross validation yielded two

tests that discriminated good from poor sales performance,

the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), an

intelligence test, and the Tomkins-Horn Picture Arrangement

Test (PAT), a personality instrument. The arithmetic

subtest of the WAIS produced uncorrected correlations from

.23 to .35 with the objective sales measures, and the PAT

correlated from .31 to .51 with the sales criteria.

A meta-analysis was performed to further examine the

utility and validity of different predictors of job

performance (Hunter & Hunter, 1984). They found that while

cognitive ability tests were valid predictors of job

success, the predictive power of cognitive ability decreased

as the complexity of the job decreased. For the position of

salesperson, the mean validity coefficient for general

cognitive ability across studies was .61, while for sales
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clerks, the mean validity was .27. The coefficients were

corrected for criterion unreliability and restriction of

range. Hunter and Hunter suggested that validity could be

increased by using other predictors, for example personality

tests, in conjunction with cognitive ability tests.

In a recent study, Hollenbeck, Brief, Whitener, and

Pauli (1988) examined the statistical interaction of

personality and aptitude tests in the selection of life

insurance salesmen. The Janis-Field Feelings of Inadequacy

Scale, measuring self-esteem and locus of control, and the

Aptitude Index Battery were used as predictors. The

interaction of self-esteem and aptitude was significant at

.18 (p < .05). The results demonstrated that self-esteem

was a better predictor of sales performance when combined

interactively with a measure of aptitude.

Determinants of Sales Performance

A recent meta-analysis of 116 articles yielded 1,653

associations between sales performance criteria and

determinants of that performance (Churchill, Ford, Hartley,

& Walker, 1985). In terms of average size of association,

highly ranking performance determinants were sales

motivation and aptitude. The results suggested that the

strength of relationship between sales criteria and

performance determinant was affected by the type of product

being sold.
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Another study examined the relationship between sales

motivation and sales performance. Oda (1982) correlated

scores from the Diamond Sales Aptitude Test with supervisory

ratings of 500 Japanese salesmen. Sales motivation and

adaptability were found to correlate significantly (p < .05)

with sales success.

A 1986 study by Weitz, Sujan, and Sujan attempted to

delineate the motivation, cognitive ability, and

adaptability components of sales performance. Sales

motivation was described as a combination of intensity,

persistence, and choice. The ability of salespersons to

adapt related to perceptions of the selling situation,

while cognitive knowledge was shown to have the most impact

on sales performance. Hence, it was concluded that

successful sales performers cognitively adapt their

approaches for each sales opportunity.

A recent study further examined the role of mental

abilities and personality traits in sales environments.

Plotkin (1987) generated a profile of successful sales

performers for a fictitious company. He concluded that

organizations can produce unique, statistical models that

delineate the mental abilities, aptitudes, and personality

traits typical of successful sales performers.
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Statement of the Purpose

The purpose of the present study was to develop a valid

selection procedure for retail sales associate positions in

a large telecommunications company. The needs of the

organization under study warranted a selection procedure

that was not only valid and job-related but one that was

non-discriminatory against minorities, easy to administer,

and cost/time efficient. Subjective and objective

performance measures were determined to be feasible for

assessing sales performance, while paper and pencil tests

were chosen as predictors of sales success.

Statement of the Hypotheses

Traditionally, both subjective ratings of performance

dimensions (Schmitt, Gooding, Noe & Kirsch, 1984) and

quantitative objective measures (Churchill, Ford, Hartley, &

Walker, 1985; Miner, 1962) have been used as criteria in

sales validation studies. They have also been considered as

measuring separate facets of performance (Ghiselli, 1973).

Therefore, in the present study, it is hypothesized that

subjective and objective measures of sales performance will

measure unique, conceptually distinct constructs.

Hypothesis 1. Subjective performance dimensions used

to measure sales success will combine to form a single

component.
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Hypothesis_2. Objective sales performance figures will

combine together into a single component.

The review of the literature indicates that

combinations of aptitude tests, particularly tests of

intelligence, and personality inventories predict sales

performance (Hollenbeck, Brief, Whitener, & Pauli, 1988;

Hunter & Hunter, 1984). The present study attempts to

demonstrate the validity of tests for the selection of

individuals for entry-level, retail sales positions.

Quick thinking ability was found to be a necessary

component of successful performance in sales positions

(Weitz, Sujan, & Sujan, 1986). The ability to think swiftly

under pressure in responding to customer questions and

concerns is important in the retail position under study.

Hypothesis_3a. Quick thinking ability will positively

correlate with a subjective composite measure.

Hypothesis_3b. Quick thinking ability will positively

correlate with an objective composite measure.

Motivation has been shown to be an important

determinant in sales performance (Churchill, Ford, Hartley,

& Walker, 1985; Oda, 1982). The position under study

requires the ability to keep a positive, motivated attitude

in light of rejection from unsuccessful sales opportunities.

Moreover, a professionally courteous attitude toward angry

and/or content customers is essential to sell successfully.
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Therefore, it is likely that a higher level of motivation

and desirable behaviors would lead to increased sales

performance.

Hypothesis 4a. Sales motivation and sales-related

behaviors will positively correlate with a subjective

composite measure.

Hypothesis 4b. Sales motivation and sales-related

behaviors will positively correlate with an objective

composite measure.

General intellectual capacity has correlated

significantly with performance in sales positions (Hunter &

Hunter, 1984). The telecommunication industry is complex

and technical in nature. Therefore, sales associates need

to learn and train effectively to gain adequate knowledge of

the equipment, products, and services. Translating that

knowledge back to the customer demands the ability to

communicate clearly. Thus, it is hypothesized that the

ability to acquire and communicate knowledge has a positive

affect on performance.

Hypothesis_5a. General intellectual capacity will

positively correlate with a subjective composite measure.

Hypothesis_5b. General intellectual capacity will

positively correlate with an objective composite measure.

The telecommunications field is a rapidly changing and

growing industry, and it requires sales associates to adjust
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effectively to changing work demands. The ability to learn

and comprehend complex information, solve problems, and

follow instructions is also necessary to keep pace with the

diversity of the environment. Hence, there is a likelihood

that better reasoning abilities would lead to increased

sales performance.

Hypothesis_6a. Linguistic and quantitative reasoning

ability will positively correlate with a subjective

composite measure.

Hypothesis_6b. Linguistic and quantitative reasoning

ability will positively correlate with an objective

composite measure.

Selling complex equipment and services requires the

ability to grasp the relevant terminology. Hence, a basic

comprehension of words and vocabulary is essential to

understand the various written materials and to facilitate

effective communication to the customer. Therefore, sales

associates who have higher verbal abilities will likely

perform better than those with lower verbal competence.

Hypothesis 7a. Basic verbal ability will positively

correlate with a subjective composite measure.

Hypothesis_7b. Basic verbal ability will positively

correlate with an objective composite measure.

Mathematical ability has been found to correlate with

sales performance (Miner, 1962). In the present study, the
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sales associates are responsible for many accounting

functions such as sales transactions, inventory tracking,

and record keeping. Thus, it is hypothesized that a higher

level of mathematical skills will translate into an increase

in sales success.

Hypothesis 8a. Basic mathematical ability will

positively correlate with a subjective composite measure.

Hypothesis_8b. Basic mathematical ability will

positively correlate with an objective composite measure.

Learning about telecommunication products and services

demands the ability to read and understand written

materials. Therefore, it is likely that increased reading

proficiency will result in better sales performance.

Hypothesis_9a. Basic reading ability will positively

correlate with a subjective composite measure.

Hypothesis 9b. Basic reading ability will positively

correlate with an objective composite measure.

The complexity of the retail sales job suggests that

several abilities are essential to perform successfully in

the position. Therefore, prediction of performance in the

position under study could be enhanced by utilizing more

than one predictor.

Hypothesis_10. The combination of two or more of this

study's predictors will significantly improve the prediction

of retail sales performance over that of a single predictor.



CHAPTER II

METHOD

Subjects

Participating in this study were 212 retail sales

associates employed by a large, international

telecommunications company. Criterion data were unavailable

for six sales associates, so the final subject count was

206. The retail sales associate position is an hourly,

entry-level, retail store job. Titles that correspond to

the retail jobs in the study are retail sales associate,

salesperson, sales clerk, and sales representative.

Table 1 (see Appendix A) presents descriptive and

frequency data for the retail sales associates involved in

the study. Various ethnic minorities, including Black (N =

42), Hispanic (N = 16), and Asian/Pacific Islander (N = 1),

were in the sample, but the majority of the subjects were

Caucasian (71%, N = 146). There was also a predominance of

females in the study (85%, j = 176) over males (15%, =

30). Full time (N = 100) and part time employees (N = 106)

were almost equally represented. Incumbents were in their

position for at least six months prior to testing with an

average tenure of 32 months (S = 25.1). The average age of

20
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from 19 to 62 years old. Levels of education ranged from at

least 12 years to between 17 and 18 years, with an average

of 13 years (SD = 1.2) .

Stores from the North, South, Southwest and West areas

participated in the study (N= 70). All stores have

congruent standard operating procedures and sell similar

telecommunications equipment to residential and small

business customers.

Experimental Design

The main objective of this study was to identify a

valid selection test battery for an entry-level, retail

sales position. The selection process that was being used

was nonsystematic and based on factors other than sales

performance. A concurrent, criterion-related validity study

was therefore determined to be the most appropriate design

to meet the objective and maximize the utility of the

selection process.

The concurrent validity design involves measuring a job

incumbent's knowledge, skills, and abilities using predictor

tests. These results are correlated with measures of job

performance to establish relationships. The concurrent

design allows for the collection of predictor and criteria

data to occur simultaneously. The utility of the concurrent

validity design as a method of performance prediction is
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well-documented (Barrett, Phillips, & Alexander, 1981;

Cascio, 1987; Schmitt, Gooding, Noe, & Kirsch, 1984).

Job Analysis

A comprehensive job analysis was conducted for the

entry-level, retail sales position in August and September

1990. The job analysis was conducted to determine the

duties and the knowledge, skills, abilities, and other

traits (KSAOs) required to perform the job successfully.

Included in the job analysis was a comprehensive review of

current job descriptions, training materials, incumbent

observation data, and interview responses.

Written job descriptions from the South, West, North,

Central and Southwest areas were sent to company

headquarters for review by the human resource personnel

involved in the study. The review focused on the task and

behavior requirements of the retail sales positions

necessary for successful performance on the job. The job

description data obtained in this stage of the job analysis

were consistent across all areas.

The job analysis also included a review of relevant

training materials that yielded two types of video/workbook

training schemes. One training device is a weekly training

course covering several specific aspects of the retail

associates' responsibilities. The second is a training

program focusing on general retail selling strategies and
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techniques (company policy discourages inclusion of written

job description and training materials as appendices).

The review of written materials was complemented with

observations of sales associates performing the duties on

their jobs. Two trained human resource personnel visited

two stores in the South area and one store in the Southwest

area. The on-site observations entailed recording the

duties performed by the sales associates on different days

of the week and at various times of the day. The observed

duties were consistent across store locations.

During the on-site visits, the trained personnel

interviewed six incumbent sales associates and three store

managers in person. Additionally, five store managers from

the West, South, and North areas were interviewed over the

phone. Nine standard questions were posed to the managers

and incumbents during the interviews, which lasted

approximately 30 minutes (see Appendix B). The purpose of

the interviews was to attain a one-to-one perspective from

the managers, considered subject matter experts, and the

incumbents concerning several aspects of the job. The

responses obtained in the interviews were consistent across

locations, method (phone vs. on-site), and job position

(incumbent vs. manager).

The job duties identified from the four sources in the

job analysis were compiled into major categories
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representative of all store locations and job titles. The

typical duties of the retail sales position included: (a)

selling and renting telecommunication equipment to

customers, (b) handling customer questions, complaints, and

requests, (c) ensuring equipment quality and customer

satisfaction, (d) various computer, accounting, and

inventory functions, and (e) maintaining store appearance.

The job analysis further identified the KSAOs necessary

to successfully perform the duties in the retail sales

positions. The major duty performed by the retail sales

associates is the selling of merchandise in a retail arena.

More specifically, the sales associates sell, rent, and

demonstrate telecommunication products, services, and

supplies that are technical in nature to customers ranging

from individual residences to small businesses.

Consequently, the job analysis results indicated that unlike

some entry-level, sales clerk jobs, sales associates in the

position under study need to acquire a higher level of

product knowledge in order to sell and rent effectively.

Therefore, the ability to read directions, learn complex

information, follow detailed instructions, and clearly

communicate acquired knowledge to all levels of customers

was deemed essential to successful sales performance.

Due to the highly customer-oriented nature of the job,

the ability to handle all facets of customer relations was
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identified as crucial to success. For example, responding

to customers' questions in the face of social pressure,

interpersonal skills and showing professional courtesy were

deemed necessary. Helping the customers decide what

equipment would meet their needs is important, as well.

Ensuring equipment quality and customer satisfaction

requires the sales associate to be able to solve equipment

problems, adjust to changing customer demands, remain

flexible, and keep a positive and motivated attitude.

Moreover, the ability to take the initiative with customer

concerns, complaints, and needs was found to be necessary to

sell successfully.

The retail sales associates in the present study are

responsible for various accounting functions such as sales

and rental transactions, book-keeping, and revenue tracking.

In addition, the sales associates keep inventory on a daily

and monthly basis. Hence, mathematical, office, and

clerical skills are essential to performance.

Maintenance of the store's appearance contributes to

the overall impression of the customer and increases the

likelihood of repeat business. Therefore, sales associates

need to be dependable enough to work productively, set up

displays that look attractive, and keep the store stocked

and clean. Appearance of the store is a also reflection of

the demeanor of the sales associate. Subsequently, a
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pleasant, outgoing, and friendly personality- enhances

selling effectiveness.

Table 2 (see Appendix A) summarizes the KSAOs

identified in the job analysis as essential to successful

performance and their relationship to the predictor measures

being used in the study. As can be seen, the predictor

measures chosen for the study show strong relevance to the

KSAOs deemed important to successful performance in the

retail sales position.

Predictor Measures

Tests of intellectual abilities and personality

inventories were determined through a review of the

literature to be viable predictors of sales success.

Intellectual tests cover an identifiable cluster of

scholastic and cognitive abilities, including verbal

comprehension, quantitative reasoning and other aspects of

abstract thinking (Anastasi, 1988). Based on the

requirements of the job, cognitive abilities, such as the

ability to learn, verbal ability, reading proficiency and

mathematical ability, were deemed necessary to perform

successfully in the retail sales position under study.

Personality traits such as motivation and professional

courtesy were also found to be important. Therefore, seven

paper and pencil tests, including six cognitive abilities

tests, and one personality inventory, measuring sales
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motivation and other behaviors, composed the experimental

set. The instruments were chosen to assess the knowledge,

skills, abilities, and other traits necessary to effectively

perform the tasks identified in the job analysis.

Quick Thinking Ability. Quick thinking ability was

measured by the Schubert General Ability Battery (GAB).

Developed by Schubert in 1979, the GAB is a paper and

pencil, general mental ability test designed for low average

to very superior adults. The test is divided into four

subtests including 50 word meaning items, 35 verbal-analogy

items, 15 arithmetic-reasoning problems, and 12 syllogistic

reasoning items. Yielding a total score, each part is

scored and timed separately with either a four or eight

minute time limit. Test-retest reliability coefficients

with a sample of 65 for each subtest are .67 for word-

meaning, .81 for verbal analogies, .76 for arithmetic

problems, and .71 for logical answers (Schubert, 1986).

The GAB has been shown to differentiate quick, sharp

thinking individuals from those that think in a loose and

confused manner (Schubert, 1986). "A critical ability for a

wholesale salesman and a technical sales representative is

the ability to think well and fast on his feet, that is to

think well even when social pressure is great" (p.5).

Schubert notes that the Logical Answers section is

particularly useful as an indicator of sales success.
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Sales Motivation. Sales motivation and sales-related

behaviors were measured by the Sales Attitude Checklist.

The 31-item test, developed by Taylor in 1960, was designed

to assess an individual's self-reported sales motivation and

sales-related attitudes and behaviors using a forced-choice

format. No evidence for reliability is provided.

The examiner's manual reports three concurrent

validation studies in which the Sales Attitude Checklist

predicted sales performance. In one study, Checklist test

scores from 197 car salespeople correlated .31 (p < .01)

with monthly earnings. Another study found the Checklist to

correlate .23 with average monthly sales for 23 office

supply salespeople. A third Checklist study used five age

groups and different levels of railroad traffic salespeople.

Correlations with overall performance ratings ranged from

.02 to .44 (Taylor, 1985). In a review of the Sales

Attitude Checklist, Foley (1965) noted that restriction of

range may have lowered the reported validity coefficients of

this study.

Intellectual Capacity. General intellectual capacity

was measured by the Wonderlic Personnel Test. Developed by

Wonderlic in 1959, the Wonderlic Personnel Test is designed

to measure intellectual capacity. The examinee is given 12

minutes to complete 50 items, which are arranged in an

increasingly difficult fashion. Many types of test
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reliabilities are provided in the examiner's manual. Test-

retest reliabilities over a short time range from .82 to

.94, while longitudinal reliability across several years has

been measured at .94. Internal consistency was reported

from .88 to .94 and alternate form reliabilities range from

.73 to .95 (E. F. Wonderlic & Associates, Inc., 1983).

The use of the Wonderlic Personnel Test as a predictor

of job performance is widely established. The 1983

Wonderlic manual reports 252 cases of the test being used in

retail sales jobs with a mean score of 24. While

researchers ought to be aware of the environmental and

educational factors that are inherent in tests of cognitive

intelligence, "ability testing is recognized as necessary to

American work-force proficiency" (E. F. Wonderlic &

Associates, Inc., 1983, p. 24).

Similarly, Hunter (1989) suggests that cognitive mental

ability, as measured by the Wonderlic Personnel Test, is the

main determinant of job performance. "Cognitive ability

predicts how much job knowledge will be gained from a given

amount of experience and hence how well a worker with a

given amount of experience will perform" (p. 8).

Linguistic and Quantitative Reasoning. Linguistic

reasoning ability and quantitative reasoning ability were

measured by the SRA Verbal Form. Developed by Thurstone and

Thurstone in 1955, the Verbal Form is designed to measure
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"primary abilities necessary to function normally in almost

any occupation in today's society" (Thurstone & Thurstone,

1984, p. 1). The test consists of 48 vocabulary reasoning

items (Linguistic subscale) and 34 numerical reasoning items

(Quantitative subscale). Job tasks assessed by the Verbal

Form include the ability to learn, comprehend, solve

problems, follow instructions, and adjust quickly and

effectively to changing situations. Yielding separate

subscale scores and a total score, the test requires quick

adaption to changing problem-types. Equivalent forms

reliability coefficients for a sample of 300 are reported to

be .76 (Linguistic subscale), .80 (Quantitative subscale),

and .78 for the total, the sum of both the Linguistic and

Quantitative subscales .

There have been extensive studies performed to

demonstrate the validity of the SRA Verbal Form as a

predictor of sales success (Thurstone & Thurstone, 1984).

In one of the first studies to demonstrate the validity of

the Verbal Form, concurrent validity coefficients of the

test were calculated with overall performance ratings. The

performance of clerks of various industries correlated .22

(p < .01) with overall ratings. In another study, the

Verbal Form total test scores from 150 department store

floor sales personnel had a correlation of .26 (p < .01)

with supervisory ratings. In a study with 27 chemical
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salespersons, Verbal Form total test scores correlated .43

(p < .05) with sales volume. A study employing 65 ticket

sales personnel produced a correlation of total test scores

and supervisory ratings at .38 (p < .01).

Verbal Ability. Basic verbal ability was measured by

the verbal section of the School and College Ability Test

(SCAT Verbal), developed by Annich and Zieky in 1980. The

verbal section of the test is designed to measure the verbal

component of general cognitive ability. The verbal and

mathematical subtests are designed to be interpreted

separately. The examinee has 20 minutes to complete 50

verbal analogy items of varying difficulty. Internal

consistency reliabilities (KR-20s) range from .86 to .90.

Alternate forms reliability was .83 for a sample of 231 and

.87 for a sample of 241 individuals. Test-retest

reliability for a 7-month period was reported as .81

(Educational Testing Service, 1980).

Mathematical Ability. Basic mathematical ability was

measured by the SRA Arithmetic Index. Developed by Science

Research Associates in 1968, the test is designed to measure

proficiency levels of arithmetic ability. The test contains

four levels of arithmetic, including addition and

subtraction of whole numbers, multiplication and division of

whole numbers, basic operations involving fractions, and

basic operations involving decimals and percentages. There
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is a 25-minute time limit to complete the 54-item test.

Split-half reliability coefficients (KR-20s) of the form are

reported as .97 for 57 sample individuals and .95 for a

sample of 419. Specific sales validity data are not

provided (Science Research Associates, 1986).

Reading Ability. Basic reading ability was measured by

the SRA Reading Index, developed by Science Research

Associates in 1968. The test is designed to measure

distinct levels of reading development. The five

progressive levels are picture-word association, word

decoding, comprehension of phrases, comprehension of

sentences, and comprehension of paragraphs. There is a 25-

minute time limit to complete the 60 items. The split-half

reliability coefficient (KR-20) of the final test form was

reported as .87 for a sample of 87 subjects. Validity

evidence was provided in a study of 88 salespersons using

the Reading Index and overall job ranking as the measure of

sales performance. Results showed test scores correlated

.27 (p < .01) vith the criteria (Science Research

Associates, 1986).

Criterion Measures

A behaviorally-based performance survey and rating form

developed from a 1990 job analysis was utilized in the

collection of subjective performance data (See Appendix C).

The survey was designed to assess sales potential based on
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nine job dimensions descriptive of retail sales positions in

the company: interpersonal and customer service skills,

initiative, dependability, selling skills, decision making

ability, oral communication, knowledge of company products

and services, general office and clerical skills, and

overall performance. Ratings were anchored on a seven-point

scale designed to discriminate high and low sales

performers.

As revealed in the subject matter expert interviews of

the 1990 job analysis, objective performance data were

available for several of the store sites. The objective

performance criterion data reflected the percentages of

revenue attained in each of the four months from September

to December 1990. Percentages were based on quotas of sales

projections established from each store's past revenue

figures. The quota requirements, or goals of revenue

attainment, had been portioned out to sales associates

according to total working time or actual selling hours.

Procedure

Subjects were selected randomly to ensure each sales

associate an equal chance of participating. By randomly

selecting participants, the sample was protected against

bias and assured of being representative of all retail sales

personnel.
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Study participants and store managers were notified of

their selection prior to test scheduling. Each selected

participant received a participant notification packet

containing an explanatory letter and a study question and

answer document (See Appendix D). Store managers received a

similar packet with a letter, question and answer, and a

project overview (See Appendix E). Upon hearing responses

from store managers, test scheduling was arranged.

Test administration was performed by experienced,

trained proctors from area company human resource

departments. Testing did not interrupt the stores' normal

operating procedures. A comprehensive administration guide

was provided to the test proctors to ensure accurate and

consistent test administration (See Appendix F). The

administration guide included test security procedures,

general instructions for the test proctor and examinees, and

specific administration instructions for each test compiled

with strict adherence to the test manuals' specifications.

Test proctors administered thd tests to the examinees

according to guide instructions. Testing lasted

approximately three hours. Upon completion of the tests,

participants were instructed to seal the test packets to

ensure confidentiality. Test packets were passed to the

proctor to be kept under lock and key.
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Immediately after each testing session, test proctors

distributed the performance surveys and rating forms, on

which the name of each participant had been placed, to the

manager of each incumbent. The managers rated incumbents on

each performance dimension and provided the objective sales

performance data if available. Performance surveys and

rating forms were immediately returned to the test proctor

upon completion.

Test batteries, performance surveys, and completed

rating forms were sent by the test proctors directly to

company headquarters. Tests were scored and predictor and

criterion data compiled, coded, and developed into a data

base. Statistical analyses were performed to determine the

tests predictive of performance for the entry-level, retail

sales position.
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RESULTS

The primary purpose of this study was to demonstrate

the concurrent validity of tests for the retail sales

position. Several analyses were conducted using Statistical

Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) to examine criterion

composition and predictor and criterion relationships.

Descriptive Statistics

Tables 3 and 4 (see Appendix A) present the means,

standard deviations (SD), and sample sizes for the

subjective criterion dimension ratings by supervisors and

the predictor measures. As can be seen, the response

pattern and dispersion for the supervisory ratings were

consistent. The average mean rating across dimensions was

5, which represented the point on the scale considered to be

above average performance.

Correlations were computed between each subjective and

objective criterion variable. Table 5 (see Appendix A)

presents the intercorrelation matrix and sample sizes for

the criterion variables. As can be seen, the correlations

among subjective criterion dimensions ranged from .31 to .71

(p < .001) and for the objective dimensions .53 to .78

36
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(p < .001). However, the correlations between the

subjective and objective performance dimensions were lower

in comparison. These results lent support to the component

structure found in the subsequent component analysis.

In order to examine the relationships between the

predictor tests, correlation coefficients were calculated

between each predictor. Table 6 (see Appendix A) presents

the intercorrelation matrix and sample sizes for the

predictor measures. Uhe range of correlations, from .20 to

81 (p < .01), point to the utility of the predictors as

measuring distinct constructs.

Hypothesis Testing

Several analyses were conducted in this study for the

purpose of testing the ten hypotheses. The results of the

analyses were broken down according to the method to improve

clarity and organization. The methods involved in the

hypothesis testing were component, correlational and

regression analyses.

Component Analysis. Hypothesis 1 and 2 stated that the

subjective and objective measures of sales performance would

combine to form separate criterion composite measures. In

order to examine criterion variable clusters, principal

components extraction with Varimax rotation was performed on

all 13 criterion variables. The principal component method,

as opposed to factor extraction, is the method most useful
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for reducing many variables down to a smaller number of

components (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989). Varimax rotation

was retained to maximize the variance loadings across

variables for each component.

Two components were retained in the component

structure. A cut-off loading of .45 was set for inclusion

of a variable in the interpretation of a component. Both

components were internally consistent and well-defined by

the variables. Loadings of variables on components,

eigenvalues, and percents of variances are presented in

Table 7 (see Appendix A).

All nine subjective performance dimensions loaded on

the first component, called Subjective Composite (Eigenvalue

= 4.58, 65.6% Variance.). The component represented the

supervisory ratings for the nine subjective performance

dimensions as a global construct. The lowest factor loading

was .49 (overall office and clerical skills), while only two

other subjective variables loaded at less than .60 (selling

skills at .53 and knowledge of products and services at

.56).

The four objective variables loaded on the second

component, named Objective Composite (Eigenvalue = 2.41,

34.4% Variance). Loadings for the objective dimensions

ranged from .77 (December % of Goal Attainment) to .86

(November % of Goal Attainment). This component was the
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four months of percent revenue figure combined together as a

composite for use in further analyses. Hence, Hypotheses 1

and 2 were supported.

Hypotheses 3a through 9b stated that the predictor

measures would positively correlate with subjective and

objective composite measures. To test these hypotheses,

Pearson product-moment coefficients were calculated between

each predictor and Subjective Composite and Objective

Composite.

Table 8 (see Appendix A) indicates that all seven

predictors were positively correlated (p < .01) with

Subjective Composite. On the other hand, five of seven

predictor measures correlated (p < .05) with Objective

Composite. Basic verbal ability and basic reading ability

did not correlate significantly (p < .05) with Objective

Composite.

Correlational Analyses. Hypothesis 3a stated that

quick thinking ability, as measured by the General Ability

Battery (GAB), would positively correlate with a subjective

composite measure. The results indicated that quick

thinking ability correlated with Subjective Composite (r =

.25, p < .001). Hence, hypothesis 3a was supported.

Hypothesis 3b stated that quick thinking ability,

measured by the GAB, would positively correlate with an

objective composite measure. As can be seen in Table 8 (see
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Appendix A), quick thinking ability correlated with

Objective Composite (r = .24, p < .01). Therefore,

hypothesis 3b was supported.

Hypothesis 4a stated that sales motivation and sales-

related behaviors, as measured by the Sales Attitude

Checklist, would positively correlate with a subjective

composite measure. The results indicated that sales

motivation and sales-related behaviors correlated with

Subjective Composite (r = .18, p < .01). Hence, hypothesis

4a was supported.

Hypothesis 4b stated sales motivation and sales-related

behaviors, measured by the Checklist, would positively

correlate with an objective composite measure. As can be

seen in Table 8 (see Appendix A), sales motivation and

sales-related behaviors correlated with Objective Composite

(r = .21, p < .05). Therefore, hypothesis 4b was supported.

Hypothesis 5a stated that general intellectual

capacity, as measured by the Wonderlic Personnel Test, would

positively correlate with a subjective composite measure.

The results indicated that general intellectual capacity

correlated with Subjective Composite (r = .26, p < .001).

Hence, hypothesis 5a was supported.

Hypothesis 5b stated that general intellectual

capacity, measured by the Wonderlic, would positively

correlate with an objective composite measure. As can be
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seen in Table 8 (see Appendix A), general intellectual

capacity correlated with Objective Composite (r = .33, p <

.001). Therefore, hypothesis 5b was supported.

Hypothesis 6a stated that linguistic and quantitative

reasoning ability, as measured by the SRA Verbal Form, would

positively correlate with a subjective composite measure.

The results indicated that linguistic and quantitative

reasoning ability correlated with Subjective Composite (r =

.26, p < .011). Hence, hypothesis 6a was supported.

Hypothesis 6b stated that linguistic and quantitative

reasoning ability, measured by the Verbal Form, would

positively correlate with an objective composite measure.

As can be seen in Table 8 (see Appendix A), linguistic and

quantitative reasoning ability correlated with Objective

Composite (r = .37, p < .001). Therefore, hypothesis 6b was

supported.

Hypothesis 7a stated that basic verbal ability, as

measured by the verbal section of the School and College

Ability Test (SCAT Verbal), would positively correlate with

a subjective composite measure. The results indicated that

basic verbal ability correlated with Subjective Composite (r

= .22, p < .001). Hence, hypothesis 7a was supported.

Hypothesis 7b stated that basic verbal ability,

measured by the SCAT Verbal, would positively correlate with

an objective composite measure. As can be seen in Table 8
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(see Appendix A), basic verbal ability did not correlate

significantly with Objective Composite (r = .09).

Therefore, hypothesis 7b was not supported.

Hypothesis 8a stated that basic mathematical ability,

as measured by the SRA Arithmetic Index, would positively

correlate with a subjective composite measure. The results

indicated that basic mathematical ability correlated with

Subjective Composite (r = .22, p < .001). Hence, hypothesis

8a was supported.

Hypothesis 8b stated that basic mathematical ability,

measured by the Arithmetic Index, would positively correlate

with an objective composite measure. As can be seen in

Table 8 (see Appendix A), basic mathematical ability

correlated with Objective Composite (r = .27, p < .01).

Therefore, hypothesis 8b was supported.

Hypothesis 9a stated that basic reading ability, as

measured by the SRA Reading Index, would positively

correlate with a subjective composite measure. The results

indicated that basic reading ability correlated with

Subjective Composite (r = .32, p < .001). Hence, hypothesis

9a was supported.

Hypothesis 9b stated that basic reading ability,

measure by the Reading Index, would positively correlate

with an objective composite measure. As can be seen in

Table 8 (see Appendix A), basic reading ability did not
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correlate significantly with Objective Composite (r = .13).

Therefore, hypothesis 9b was not supported.

Regression Analyses. Hypothesis 10 stated that the

combination of two or more of this study's predictors would

improve the prediction of retail sales performance

significantly over that of a single predictor. In order to

test this hypothesis, stepwise and forced-entry multiple

regression analyses were executed between the predictors and

Subjective Composite and Objective Composite.

Stepwise regression was performed with Subjective

Composite as the dependent variable and the seven predictor

measures as independent variables. This procedure enters

predictor variables into the regression equation on the

basis of the amount of variance they individually account

for in the criterion measure (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989. In

fact, "stepwise regression is considered the surest path to

the best prediction equation" (p. 147).

Table 9, part I (see Appendix A) presents the stepwise

regression results, including beta weights, t-statistics for

significance, multiple regression coefficient, and the y-

intercept. As can be seen, the SRA Reading Index and SRA

Verbal Form entered in the equation with Subjective

Composite (Multiple R = .35, p < .001). The SRA Reading

Index entered on step 1 with a contribution (Beta weight) of

.26 (p < .001), while the SRA Verbal Form entered next and
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contributed significantly to prediction .1AU (p < .05).

Hence, hypothesis 10 was supported.

To examine the predictability of these tests with

Objective Composite, forced-entry multiple regression was

performed with Objective Composite as the dependent variable

and the SRA Verbal Form and SRA Reading Index as independent

variables. This procedure includes each predictor variable

in the regression model regardless of accounted variance

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).

Table 9, part II (see Appendix A) presents the results

of the forced-entry regression procedure, including beta

weights, t-statistics for significance, multiple regression

coefficient, and the y-intercept. The SRA Reading Index and

the SRA Verbal Index predicted Objective Composite (Multiple

R = .38, p < .001). The SRA Verbal Index contributed .39 (p

< .001) to prediction, while the SRA Reading Index

contributed -.03.

Additional combinations of tests were entered into the

regression equations with Subjective Composite and Objective

Composite using the forced-entry method. Upon examining the

results, the SRA Reading Index and SRA Verbal Form were

determined to be the most useful predictors of retail sales

performance.

Due to the negative beta weight for the SRA Reading

Index with Objective Composite, the predictor was suspected
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to be a suppressor variable. According to Tabachnick and

Fidell (1989), suppressor variables are identified by

examining the regression coefficients and correlations for

each predictor with the criterion. If the beta weight, or

standardized regression coefficient, for the predictor under

suspicion differs significantly from zero, then one of the

two following conditions must be found: (1) The absolute

value of the zero-order correlation between the predictor

and criterion is much smaller than the predictor's beta

weight, or (2) the zero-order correlation and the beta

weight of the predictor have opposite signs. While

condition two (2) was found, a reinvestigation revealed that

the beta weight for the predictor was not significantly

different from zero. Hence, the SRA Reading Index was not

interpreted as a suppressor variable in the forced-entry

multiple regression.

To account for the biased nature of the multiple

regression coefficient as essentially an over-estimate of

the true relationship between the predictors and criteria

for a given sample, shrinkage formulas were applied to the

stepwise and forced-entry multiple regression coefficients.

When cross validation is not performed, shrinkage formulas

correct for the lower Multiple R "expected when the

regression weights are applied to the same predictors in new

samples of applicants" (Cascio, 1987, p. 455). The equation
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with 60 or more participants (N), where k = number of

predictors, is as follows:

Adjusted R = 1 - (1 - Multiple )(N - 1/N - k -1)

The shrinkage formulas produced adjusted multiple

regression coefficients of .33 (p < .001) for the SRA Verbal

Form and the SRA Reading Index with Subjective Composite.

With Objective Composite and the two predictor measures, an

adjusted multiple regression coefficient of .36 (p < .001)

was found. Apparently, the over-estimation of the multiple

regression coefficients was not severe.

Thus, the test battery, consisting of the SRA Reading

Index and SRA Verbal Form, was shown to be a valid predictor

of sales performance. The resulting unit weight predictor

(SRA Reading Index + SRA Verbal Form) correlated with

Subjective Composite (r = .32, p < .001) and Objective

Composite (]: = .34, p < .001).

Data Contamination Screening

As is often the case in concurrent validity studies,

the study participants are likely to have attained somewhat

higher levels of job experience on the average than

potential candidates. In order to identify effects of job

tenure on predictor/criterion relationships, partial

correlations controlling for number of months on the job

were computed between predictors and criterion composite

measures. Table 10 (see Appendix A) demonstrates that the
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pattern of relationships for the partial correlations were

similar to the zero-order correlations (see Table 8 in

Appendix A). As job tenure appeared to have little or no

effect on the relationships between the predictors and the

criterion composite measures, no statistical adjustments

were made for months on the job in later analyses.

Due to the inconsistent availability of objective

performance criterion data, t-tests were performed between

each subjective performance dimension for study participants

with objective data available and those without. Mean

differences between subjective dimensions were examined to

ensure that the availability of objective performance data

was not systematic. Table 11 (see Appendix A) presents the

means, standard deviations, sample sizes, and F values that

test for significant differences between groups. Since no

significant differences were found (p < .05), the

availability of the objective performance data appeared to

be nonsystematic and to have little impact on the ratings of

subjective performance dimensions by supervisors.

Additional Analyses

Table 12 (see @ppendix A) lists percentages of majority

screened (White), minority screened (Black, Hispanic, and

Asian/Pacific Islander), total samples screened, the cut

scores, and the adverse impact ratio at each cut score.

After careful evaluation of the information presented in
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Table 12, the cut score for the retail sales associate test

battery was set at 89. This score would screen out 27.7

percent of the job incumbents in the total sample, 44.7

percent of the minority subsample, and 21.9 percent of the

majority subsample.

To assess the potential for adverse impact, passing

ratios were investigated at each cut score (see Table 12,

Appendix A). The measure of adverse impact is the ratio

between the passing rate for the minority group and the

passing rate for the majority group based on the incumbent

sample (Cascio, 1987). Adverse impact produces "a

substantially different rate of selection in hiring,

promotion, or other employment decision that works to the

disadvantage of members of a race, sex, or ethnic group (p.

27). The adverse impact ratio at this cut score was .71.

Next, prediction fairness was investigated using

Cleary's regression model. Cleary's model requires that the

two regression lines for a given criterion coincide if a

single regression equation is to be used to predict that

criterion for both groups. Thus, the two slopes and two

intercepts must not be statistically different from one

another (Cascio, 1987).

Table 13 presents the tests for regression slope and

intercept differences for the minority group, including beta

weights and t-statistics for significance. The results
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demonstrated that the slope and intercept 
differences were

not significant. Hence, the SRA Reading Index and SRA

Verbal Form were considered fair predictors 
for the

selection of retail sales associates. 
Since the tests

predicted equally well for minority 
subsamples, the same

cut-score (89) was set for both the minority and 
non-

minority subsamples.



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The primary purpose of the study was to develop a valid

procedure for the selection of entry-level, retail sales

associates in telecommunications. The needs of the

organization focused on a valid selection procedure that was

also fair for minority applicants, easy to administer, and

cost/time efficient. The goal of the selection system was

to discriminate quality sales associates from those with

lower sales potential. Supervisory ratings of job-related

performance dimensions and percent revenue data were used as

criterion measures of sales performance, while seven paper

and pencil tests composed the experimental set. Several

statistical analyses were performed to determine those tests

that predicted performance for the retail sales position.

The test results of this study were generally

favorable. The supervisory ratings of subjective dimensions

statistically clustered into one composite measure, while

the months of percent revenue data grouped together to form

another composite. The seven predictor measures composing

the experimental set positively correlated (p < .01) with

Subjective Composite, whereas five of the seven correlated

50
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in a positive direction (p < .05) with Objective Composite.

Two of the tests, the SRA Reading Index and SRA Verbal Form,

were chosen for the selection process of the retail sales

associate position.

Hypothesis Explanations

The applied nature of the present study warranted a

closer examination of potential reasons and rationales

attributable to the findings. This investigation led to

increased insight, understanding, and meaning of the

hypothesis outcomes. Possible explanations were provided

for the results of the component, correlational, and

regression analyses.

Component Analysis. The nine subjective dimensions

rated by supervisors clustered together to form Subjective

Composite. These results made sense conceptually, because

they were all identified as essential for success on the

job. More specifically, each dimension measured a

particular aspect of sales performance that was determined

through a comprehensive job analysis as a crucial

requirement of the sales associate position. The

supervisory ratings of those dimensions were made by

managers who had direct experience with the sales associates

on a daily basis, expert knowledge of the job requirements,

and provided data concerning those requirements. Thus, the

subjective performance dimensions combined together had both
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subjective performance dimensions combined together had both

meaning and statistical value as a composite measure.

Similarly, the four months of percentage revenue of

goal attainment combined to form Objective Composite. This

finding was sensible in that the objective data were four

consecutive months of the same type of sales performance.

Therefore, combining the four months of revenue figures into

a composite measure had conceptual value as well.

As mentioned, the high correlations among the

subjective dimensions and the objective measures supported

the simple structure that emerged from the component

analysis. Moreover, the selected cut-off loading of .45 for

interpretation of a variable in the component structure was

considered fairly conservative (Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989).

Hence, there was a good degree of assurance that Subjective

Composite and Objective Composite were two different,

conceptually distinct constructs of sales performance.

Correlational Analyses. The General Ability Battery

differentiated high from low sales performers. Thus, the

ability to think quickly and flexibly, even when there is

much social pressure, enables the sales associates to sell

more effectively. This is because the job requires sales

associates to respond to customers' questions in the face of

social pressure, remain mentally agile, and assist customers

in making decisions regarding what equipment would meet
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their needs. Another explanation is that sales literature

has indicated that successful salespersons cognitively adapt

their approach for each sales opportunity (Weitz, Sujan, &

Sujan, 1986). The cognitive functions measured by the

General Ability Battery appear essential to success in the

position under study.

The validity of the Sales Attitude Checklist is

consistent with the sales validation literature that has

found interest inventories, such as the Checklist, to

predict performance for lower sales clerks and higher level

sales positions (Ghiselli, 1973). In fact, research has

found motivation in particular to be an important

determinant in sales performance (Churchill, Ford, Hartley,

& Walker, 1985; Oda, 1982). Due to the active, customer-

oriented nature of the position under study, the ability to

stay positive and motivated, work dependably, and show

professional courtesy are crucial to success. Thus, further

explanation may involve these specific job requirements of

the sales associate positions. Apparently, the Sales

Attitude Checklist was a viable predictor of the personality

requirements of the position.

The positive relationship of the Wonderlic Personnel

Test with performance was reinforced by sales literature

that demonstrated significant correlations between general

intelligence tests and both subjective and objective sales
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criteria for higher level sales positions (Ghiselli, 1973).

Sales associates that had a high capacity for learning and

communicating knowledge performed better than those with

lower learning ability. While the position under study is

entry-level, sales associates in the present study

apparently need a high degree of learning and training

capacity to perform successfully. Hence, the nature of the

retail sales job under study can be considered a higher

level sales job in terms of required cognitive intelligence.

More specifically, the present job demands thorough

knowledge of telecommunication equipment, products, and

services. Not only acquired knowledge, but clear

communication of the knowledge to the residential and small

business customer is essential to success. Therefore,

another possible explanation lies in research that found

increased cognitive ability resulted in higher job knowledge

(Barrett & Depinet, 1991).

The validity of the SRA Verbal Form may be due to the

knowledge demands of the job. In the study sample, the

ability to follow instructions, solve problems and adjust

effectively to changing work demands lead to successful

sales performance in the study sample. This is logical in

that the position under study requires the ability to follow

detailed instructions, read equipment and procedural

directions, solve equipment problems, and adjust to changing
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customer demands. Another explanation for the validity

results may be attributable to the extensive use of the

Verbal Form in predicting sales performance via supervisory

ratings and objective sales data (Thurstone & Thurstone,

1984). Thus, the applicability of the Verbal Form in the

study is apparent.

The relationship of the SCAT Verbal with Subjective

Composite may be explained by the verbal requirements of the

job. The ability to communicate, in particular, was

determined to be essential to success in the sales associate

position. Moreover, several of the subjective dimensions,

such as oral communication, selling skills and interpersonal

and customer service skills, include verbal components.

An explanation of the validity of the SRA Arithmetic

Index comes from the mathematical, office and clerical, and

problem solving requirements of the position. Successful

sales associates effectively manage the various accounting

roles, including tracking the inventory, maintaining records

and handling sales transactions. Therefore, the job

apparently demands the more basic mathematic skills,

including adding, subtracting, etc., measured by the SRA

Arithmetic Index.

The SRA Reading Index showed a positive relationship

with the subjective composite measure. The reading

necessities of the job may provide evidence to the validity
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of the test with the subjective measure. Telecommunications

equipment and services are often updated, and the sales

associates must keep apprised by reading and understanding

written material.

The lack of validity of the SCAT Verbal and the SRA

Reading Index with Objective Composite may have resulted

from the smaller sample size for the participants with

objective performance data. As the number of subjects in a

sample decrease, the power of making a correct hypothetical

decision decreases as well (Hays, 1988). Hence, it was more

difficult to find significant differences in sales

performance between the two predictors and Objective

Composite.

Potential contaminating factors may have also affected

the lack of relationship. More specifically, quota figures

were based on different rates of hours, taken from different

areas of the country, and calculated under different

economic conditions. Thus, these factors could have led to

random error variance that was not attributable to actual

differences in sales performance in the study sample,

weakening the relationships.

Multiple Regression Analyses. The stepwise regression

analysis retained the SRA Reading Index and the SRA Verbal

Form in the equation for prediction of sales performance.

The SRA Verbal Form contributed significantly (p < .05) to
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the prediction of Subjective Composite. While not

contributing significantly to prediction of Objective

Composite, the SRA Reading Index was retained in the final

selection procedure with the SRA Verbal Form largely due to

the validity with Subjective Composite.

In addition to the significance of contribution and the

validity of the two tests with Subjective Composite, the

following advantages of multiple predictors were considered:

(1) two predictors measuring a combination of attributes and

were appropriate due to the diversity of the retail sales

position under rtudy, (2) two predictors increased the

reliability of the selection system over a single predictor

(Tabachnick & Fidell, 1989), and (3) the correlation between

the two predictors (r = .42, p < .001) was lower than most

correlations with other cognitive ability predictors (see

Table 6, Appendix A), suggesting that the SRA Reading Index

may be measuring attributes that are not tapped by the SRA

Verbal Form.

Therefore, the SRA Reading Index and the SRA Verbal

Form were chosen to compose the test battery for selection

of entry-level, retail sales associates. Factors included

in the final decision were test reliability, concurrent

validity evidence with both criterion composite measures,

and various test administration concerns, including time,

cost, practicality, and feasibility.
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Applicability

A cut score approach was used to determine an

applicant's status for passing the test battery. Accepted

criteria for setting cutoff scores range from reasonable

expectations of workforce proficiency, consistency with the

job analysis, the permission of qualified candidate

selection, and affirmative action goals of the particular

company (Cascio, Alexander, & Barrett, 1988).

In the present study, the following considerations were

made in determining the appropriate cut score: (1) the

effects of different cut scores on the percentage of study

participants screened and (2) the adverse impact ratio at

any given cut score. The percentages of study participants

screened at each cut score were at issue to maintain high

company standards and allow for the selection of candidates

based on acceptable, job-related performance on the tests.

The acceptable standard for hiring quality personnel into

the company is to screen out one-third of the total number

of candidates. As can be seen in Table 12 (see Appendix A),

this standard was upheld in the retail sales position.

In terms of the 1978 Uniform Guidelines on Employee

Selection Procedures, the selection rate of any ethnic group

should be at least four-fifths of the group with the highest

occurrence rate of selection (cited in Cascio, 1987).

Further, when a selection procedure does not meet the four-
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fifths provision, the test battery must have been proven

valid for the position under study and fair for protected

groups (Cascio, Alexander, & Barrett, 1988). In the present

study, while the adverse impact ratio (.71) was below the

cut-off level of .80, the results demonstrated the selection

test battery, consisting of the SRA Reading Index and the

SRA Verbal Form, to be valid for the retail sales associate

position. In addition, the lack of differences in the

regression slopes and intercepts between the minority and

majority groups showed that the two tests were fair

predictors of performance for the retail sales position

based on Cleary's (1968) model.

A Critical Reanalysis

A beneficial means of increasing understanding and

value of a study is to reanalyze some of the crucial

aspects. In the present study, several issues including

criterion contamination, method of job analysis and

selection of predictor measures warranted a closer look.

Criterion Contamination. While objective data were

collected as another measure of sales performance, potential

contaminating factors were possible. As mentioned, quota

calculations, areas, economic conditions, and sample size

could have affected the validity results. Thus, the

collection and measurement of objective data could have been

more systematic.
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The percent of revenue data attained in a four-month

period, from September to December of 1990, were based on

quotas of sales projections from each store's past revenue

figures. These quota requirements, or goals of revenue

attainment, were portioned out to store employees according

to either an employee's total working time or actual selling

hours. A lack of distinction was not made between the

methods of quota calculation, and this could have had a

contaminating affect on the validity results. While area

and economic conditions were uncontrollable factors, the

quota calculation method could have been accounted for

statistically to reduce the chance of random variance.

Secondly, the revenue data were collected for only a

portion of the subjects. In fact, the number of

participants that had percentage of revenue goal attainment

data was nearly half (N = 93) of the total sample with

supervisory ratings. Consequently, the lack of validity for

the SCAT and Reading Index with the objective composite

measure was suggested to be partly attributed to this.

In retrospect, the months of percent revenue of goal

attainment may have been a more general measure of sales

performance. The subjective dimensions measured various

aspects of sales performance that may not have been

reflected in the percent revenue data. Comprehensive

training was given to the supervisors and specific, job-
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related behavioral anchors were provided on which to make

ratings. Thus, while supervisory ratings are technically

considered subjective performance data, they may have

actually been more objective in nature than the percent

revenue data in the present study.

Job Analysis Method. A well-designed and thorough job

analysis is essential to the accurate prediction of job

performance. In fact, "job analysis is an indispensable

part of virtually all human resource functions" (Levine,

1983, p. xii). With personnel selection being the target

goal, the KSAO section of the job analysis provides the most

crucial and important information, while proper methodology

produces the most abundant and relevant information to

determine job requirements.

Levine (1983) suggests that task importance values of

KSAOs be computed based on the subject matter expert ratings

(1 through 7) of task difficulty, criticality, and time

spent. Next, KSAOs are compiled into a rating form to

determine job relevance by subject matter experts. While

there are many job analysis procedures, the defensibility of

the job analysis in court would be increased with the

systematic rating processes proposed by Levine (1983).

In the present study, a comprehensive list of tasks and

KSAOs was not analyzed using a quantitative model. However,

the job analysis was thorough and conducted by trained human
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resource personnel. Experts assessed the importance of the

information, job-relatedness was attained, and the entire

job analysis process was deemed defensible. There were also

practical issues involved in the execution of the job

analysis, including study time, personnel, and resources.

In terms of methodology, the job analysis should meet

the goals that are applicable and valuable to the particular

organization (Mitchell, 1991). While a more systematic

assessment of the crucial aspects of the retail sales job

could have led to greater correlations in the present study,

the desired outcome was achieved, largely as a result of the

relevant information obtained in the job analysis.

Predictor selection. The correlations among four of

the predictor measures suggested that there may have been an

underlying factor of verbal intelligence. As can be seen in

Table 6 (see Appendix A), there were strong relationships

among the GAB, Wonderlic Personnel Test, SRA Verbal Form,

and SCAT Verbal (r > .70, p < .001), and each of these

predictors contained a strong verbal intelligence component.

Hence, there may have been possible shared method variance

attributable to the predominance of paper and pencil,

cognitive ability tests that measured verbal intelligence.

Predictors other than paper and pencil tests could have

been employed in the study. For example, while "oral

communication" included a measurable verbal component of
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intelligence, perhaps a job simulation exercise could have

provided more information on the ability to communicate and

interact with customers. Moreover, a job simulation might

have been a more direct measure of "selling skills" and

"general office and clerical skills." However, job

simulations are more costly, time consuming, difficult to

standardize across sites, and impractical for the setting of

the job. Moreover, the applied needs of the company led to

the preference for paper and pencil tests as measures of

retail sales performance.

Summary

The purpose of the present study was to develop a

selection procedure for an entry-level, retail sales

position in a large telecommunication company. The goal of

the selection procedure was to accurately differentiate

quality sales applicants from those with little potential to

sell effectively using a valid, fair, practical, and

cost/time efficient method. The system that was being used

at the time of the study was unsystematic and not job-

related.

An experimental test set, consisting of seven paper and

pencil tests, was administered to 206 retail sales

associates across 70 store locations. Supervisory ratings

of job-related performance dimensions were collected from

all incumbents and percentage of revenue goal attainment
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data were collected from most (N = 93) to be used as

criterion data. The results showed these measures to be

different composite constructs of sales performance.

The seven predictor measures composing the experimental set

positively correlated (p < .01) with Subjective Composite,

whereas five of the seven correlated in a positive direction

(p < .05) with Objective Composite. Two of the tests, the

SRA Reading Index and SRA Verbal Form, were chosen for the

selection process of the retail sales associate position.
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Table 1

Descriptive Statistics and Frequency Data for Participants' Demographic Information

Demographic Variable Type Sample Size

Ethnic Group

Gender

Job Type

Age

Years of Education

Blacks

Hispanics

Asian/Pacific Islander

American Indian

White/Other

Missing

Males

Females

Full Tune
Part Tune

19 to 23 years old
24 to 33 years old
34 to 43 years old
44 to 53 years old
54 to 62 years old
Missing

At least 12 years
Between 13 and 14 years
Between 15 and 16 years
Between 17 and 18 years

Variables Mean Standard Deviation

Age (Years) 33 10.6

Yrs. of Education 13 1.2

Months on theJob 32 25.1

42

16
1
0

146

1

30
176

100
106

38
86
41
24
11

2

109
73
23

1
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Table 3

Descriptive Statistics for Subjective Criterion Dimensions

Subjective Criterion Mean Standard
Dimensions Deviation

Interpersonal and Customer Service Skills 5.5 1.3
(206)

Initiative 5.2 1.4
(206)

Dependability 5.4 1.4
(206)

Selling Skills 5.3 1.3
(206)

Decision Making Ability 4.8 1.2
(206)

Oral Communication 5.1 1.2
(206)

Knowledge of Products & Service 5.5 1.1
(205)

General Office & Clerical Skills 4.9 1.5
(206)

Overall Performance 5.2 1.1
(206)
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Table 4

Descriptive Statistics for Predictor Measures

Predictor Measures Mean Standard
Deviation

General Ability Battery 37.4 13.1
(206)

Sales Attitude Checklist 30.2 5.8
(206)

Wonderlic Personnel Test 17.9 6.0
(201)

SRA Verbal Form 41.2 12.1
(206)

SCAT Verbal 28.5 8.6
(206)

SRA Arithmetic Index 34.0 9.5
(206)

SRA Reading Index 55.5 5.6
(205)
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Table 6

Intercorrelation Matrix for the Predictor Measures

Predictor Measures 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. General Ability Battery 1.00

2. Sales Attitude Checklist .32 1.00
(206)

3. Wonderlic Personnel Test .76 .36 1.00
(201) (201)

4. SRA Verbal Form .78 .28 .81 1.00
(206) (206) (201)

5. SCAT Verbal .75 .31 .74 .73 1.00
(206) (206) (201) (206)

6. SRA Arithmetic Index .60 .20 .61 .66 .54 1.00
(206) (206) (201) (206) (206)

7. SRA Reading Index .55 .21 .42 .42 .46 .31 1.00
(206) (206) (201) (206) (206) (206)

All correlations significant at p <.01
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Table 7

Principal Component Analysis for Subiective and Objective Criterion Variables

Criterion Variables Subjective Objective Composite
Composite

Interpersonal and Customer Service Skills .67 .01

Initiative .72 .02

Dependability .62 -.01

Selling Skills .53 .22

Decision Making Ability .75 .11

Oral Communication .72 .21

Knowledge of Products & Service .56 .05

General Office & Clerical Skills .49 .24

Overall Performance .92 .06

September % Revenue Goal Attainment .06 .83

October % Revenue Goal Attainment .11 .82

November % Revenue Goal Attainment .10 .86

December % Revenue Goal Attainment .11 .77

Note. Criterion variables comprising each composite measure are in bold.

Subjective Composite: Eigen Value = 4.58, 65.6 % Variance

Objective Composite: Eigen Value = 2.41, 34.4 % Variance
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Table 8

Correlations Between Predictor Measures and Criterion Composite Measres

Predictor Measures Zero-Order Correlations Zero-Order Correlations
for for

Subjective Composite Objective Composite

General Ability Battery .25*** .24**
(205) (93)

Sales Attitude Checklist .18** .21*
(205) (93)

Wonderlic Personnel Test .26*** .33***
(205) (93)

SRA Verbal Form .26***.37***
(205) (93)

SCAT Verbal .22*** .09
(205) (93)

SRA Arithmetic Index .22*** .27**
(205) (93)

SRA Reading Index .32*** .13
(205) (93)

*p_<.05, **_0<.0, ***Up.O1
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Table 9

Stepwise and Forced-Entry Multiple Regression Analyses

I. Stepwise Regression of Subjective Composite On All Predictor Measures

Predictors Beta 1-Statistic Multiple R

SRA Reading Index .26 3.47***

SRA Verbal Form .15 2.06*

Intercept = 20.4

* p<.05 ***P<.001

II. Forced-Entry Regression of Objective Composite On the SRA Readin nex
SRA.Verbal Form

Predictors Beta 1-Statistic Multiple B

SRA Verbal Form .39 3.60*** .38***

SRA Reading Index -.03 -.28

Intercept = 218.5

*** p,<.001
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Table 10

Correlations Between Predictor Measures and Criterion Composite Measures Controlling

for Job Tenure

Predictor Measures

General Ability Battery

Sales Attitude Checklist

Wonderlic Personnel Test

SRA Verbal Forrn

SCAT Verbal

SRA Arithmetic Index

SRA Reading Index

Partial Correlations for

Subjective Composite

.26***
(197)

.20**
(197)

.26***
(197)

.26***
(197)

.22***
(197)

.23***
(197)

.32***
(197)

Partial Correlations for

Objective Composite

.23*
(85)

.22*
(85)

.33***
(85)

.38***
(85)

.11
(85)

.26**
(85)

.16
(85)

*pg<.05, ** g<.0, * l<.0

FAMMONNOM
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Table 11

Mean Cgmparisons of Supervisory Ratings Between Combined and Subiective Criterion

Only Data Groups

Mean Mean Standard Standard

Ratings for Ratings for Deviations Deviations

Subjective Criterion Combined Subjective F Value of Ratings of Ratings
Criterion Criterion for for

Dimensions Participants Only Combined Subjective

Participants Criterion Criterion
Participants Only

Particpats

interpersonal and 5.3 5.6 1.14 1.4 1.3

Customer Service (93) (113)

Initiative 5.1 5.3 1.03 1.4 1.4
(93) (113)

Dependability 5.2 5.5 1.07 1.4 1.4
(93) (113)

Selling Skills 5.2 5.3 1.15 1.2 1.3
(93) (113)

DecisionMaking 4.9 4.8 1.09 1.2 1.2

Ability (93) (113)

Oral 5.2 5.1 1.02 1.2 1.2

Communication (93) (113)

5.6 5.4 1.07 1.1 1.1

Knowledge of (93) (112)
Products &4.8 4.9 1.40 1.3 1.6

(93) (113)
General Office and
ClericaiSkills 5.1 5.2 1.10

(93) (113)
Pvr 46.3 47.1 1.20 8.1 9.0
Performance (93) (112)

Soft Criterion
Composite

Note. No differences were found between the two groups (.<.05)
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Table 12

Statistics for Cut Score Evaluation

Percent Percent Percent
Majority Minority Failed Total Cut Score Adverse
Failed Failed Impact

3.70
4.10
4.80
5.50
5.80
6.20
6.80
7.50
9.60
12.30
13.00
13.70
15.80
16.40

21.90
24.00
26.70
29.50
30.10
32.20
36.30
38.40
39.00
41.10
43.80
46.60
51.40

18.60
19.70
20.90
22.00
25.40
28.80
29.70
30.50
32.20
35.60
37.30
39.00
40.70
42.40
44.70
47.00
49.20
52.50
54.20
55.90
57.60
59.30
64.40
69.50
74.60
75.20
75.80

7.80
8.30
8.70
10.20
11.40
12.60
13.40
14.10
16.00
18.90
19.90
20.90
22.80
23.80
27.70
29.10
33.00
35.90
36.90
39.30
42.70
44.70
46.60
49.50
52.90
54.90
58.30

74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

0.85
0.84
0.83
0.83
0.79
0.76
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.73
0.72
0.71
0.70
0.69
0.71
0.70
0.69
0.67
0.66
0.65
0.67
0.66
0.58
0.52
0.45
0.46
0.50

Note. Percent screened, cut score, and adverse impact percent utilized in the study is in

bold.
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Table 13

Tests for Re:ression Slope and Intercept Differences

I. Regaain of Subjective Composite

A. TetLr Regression Slope Differences

Predictors Beta t-Statistic

Ethnic Group .40 .98 (NS)

Unit Weighted Predictor .32 4.33 ***

Ethnic Group x U.W.P. -.36 .86 (NS)

B. Test for Regression Intercept Differences

Predictors Beta t-Statistic

Ethnic Group .06 .77 (NS)

Unit Weighted Predictor .30 4.26 ***

***.< .001

II. Reeression of Objective Composite

A. Tetfor Regression Slope Differences

Predictors Beta t-Statistic

Ethnic Group -.36 -.59 (NS)

Unit Weighted Predictor .30 2.75 ***

Ethnic Group x U.W.P. .44 .70 (NS)

B. Test for Regression Intercept Differences

Predictors Beta t-Statistic

Ethnic Group .06 .57 (NS)

Unit Weighted Predictor .32 3.08 ***

*** p <. 0 0 1
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1. overall job objective: Why does this job exist?

2. General duties: What overall activities are performed

to achieve the main objective(s)? (5-10 main activities in

the form of verb to what/whom, how and why.)

3. Types of machines/tools/equipment used regularly on the

job.

4. For each activity, what are the basic knowledge, skills,

and abilities needed to perform the job.

5. List any physical requirements essential to perform the

duties of the job.

6. Describe working conditions.

7. What qualities differentiate a superior from an average

sales associate?.. .an average from a poor performer?

8. Is there anything specific to this location that makes

the work of the sales associate different in any way from

that of associates at other stores?

9. Are there any objective performance measures?
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SALES ASSOCIATE
PERFORMANCE SURVEY

This survey involves rating the job performance of specific employees under
your supervision. The name of each employee you are to rate is located at the
top of the Performance Survey Rating Sheets. These rating sheets can be found at
the end of this packet. "Job Performance" has been divided into seven (7)
categories. Each category has examples of activities (job tasks) that relate to that
category. Please RATE EACH CATEGORY by choosing the one number on
the scale that most accurately fits the employee's typical performance. Then
record that number on the Performance Survey Rating Sheets.

The ratings you assign are based on a seven point scale. Scale values of 1, 2, or
3 represent below satisfactory performance, while values of 5, 6, and 7
represent above satisfactory performance. A scale value of 4 represents
average performance. When you rate, please take the following into account:

o When rating an employee's performance, please consider Qnh the
person's job performance, and not factors such as seniority,
personality, appearance, or absenteeism.

o Do not limit your ratings to just one part of the scale. Not all
employees can be "average" or "above average" --some are excellent
and deserve 7's, while others are well below average and deserve l's
or 2's. THE INFORMATION YOU PROVIDE IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND WILL BE USED FOR RESEARCH
PURPOSES ONLY! No employees will know how they have been
rated, so please be as frank as you can.

o Try to rate each category independently. Everyone has strengths and
weaknesses, so few employees will have the same ratings for every
category (though that situation is certainly possible). For example, a
person may get a 7 on "Selling Skills," but a 1 on "Dependability."
Please try to present as honest and accurate a picture of each
employee as you can.

o PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS. Do not leave any
questions blank, and do not mark more than one response for each
question.
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THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE EXPLAINS THE STEPS TO TAKE WHEN
COMPLETING THE RATINGS.

EXAMPLE:

Job Performance Category "X"

STEP A: You will notice three behavioral descriptions listed
above the rating scale numbers. THE BEHAVIORS
LISTED ARE EXAMPLES ONLY, AND ARE NOT
INTENDED TO REPRESENT ALL BEHAVIORS
THAT COULD BE INCLUDED IN THAT
CATEGORY. Read these, starting with the description on
the left (i.e., the description above the ratings "1" and "2").

STEP B: If the
description on the left fits
the employee's
performance exactly, enter
the number "1" on the
rating form. If not, then
go to STEP C.

I 2

STEP C: If the middle
group of words exactly
fits the employee's
performance, enter the
number "4" on the rating
form. If the employee is
not that good, then choose
between a rating of "2" or
"3". If the employee is
better than what a "4"
describes, then go to STEP
D.

3 4 5

STEP D: If this group of
words exactly fits the
employee's job
performance, enter the
number "7" on the rating
form. If the employee is
not that good, but is better
than the description of a
"4", then choose between a
rating of "5" or "6".

6 7

PLEASE CHOOSE ONLY ONE RATING FOR EACH CATEGORY! ONCE
YOU HAVE MADE A RATING CHOICE, RECORD THAT NUMBER ON THE
PERFORMANCE SURVEY RATING SHEETS. YOU WILL HAVE 11
RATINGS FOR EACH EMPLOYEE -- ONE FOR EACH OF THE 8
PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES, ONE FOR THE "OVERALL
PERFORMANCE", ONE FOR THE "PERCENT OF REVENUE GOAL
ATTAINMENT FOR 1989," AND ONE FOR THE NUMBER OF MONTHS IN
1989 REFLECTED IN THE PERCENT CALCULATION.

Please review the performance dimensions on the Performance Rating Survey
Sheets found on the following pages. If you understand what you are to do, you
may begin. If you have any questions, please call. Your participation is greatly
appreciated.
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CATEGORY 1: INTERPERSONAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE SKILLS

Interpersonal/Customer Service Skills are characterized by the extent to
which the employee is: able to effectively interact with customers; empathetic,
tolerant, courteous; able to function as a team player.

Has very poor
interpersonal skills. Has
problems interacting with
customers and other
individuals in the work
group.

1 2 3

Has satisfactory
interpersonal skills.
Displays average ability
to interact with customers
and other individuals in
the work group.

4 5

Has excellent
interpersonal skills.
Displays excellent ability
to interact with customers
and others in the work
group.

6 7

Record your; rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

CATEGORY 2: INITIATIVE

Initiative is characterized by the willingness to take action without prompting,
to "go the extra mile" for a customer, to seek additional work and/or
responsibility, and by an eagerness to learn new things.

Has very poor initiative.
Rarely originates any
activity unless requested
to do so. Not willing to
take on extra
work/responsibility or to
learn new things.

1 2

Has satisfactory initiative.
Occasionally originates
activities without being
requested to do so.
Sometimes willing to take
on extra
work/responsibility and
to learn new things.

3 4

Has excellent initiative.
Almost always originates
activities without being
asked to do so. Always
willing to take on extra
work/responsibility and
to learn new things.

5 6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet



CATEGORY 3: DEPENDABILITY

Dependability is characterized by the employee's ability to be reliable, to do the
job promptly and accurately, to be punctual.

Is not dependable. Is
rarely reliable. Often
fails to do the job
promptly and accurately.
Is often absent and/or
late.

1 2

Is satisfactorily
dependable. Sometimes
fails to do the job
promptly and accurately.
Is occasionally absent
and/or late.

3 4

Is extremely dependable.
Almost never fails to do
the job promptly and
accurately. Is almost
never absent or late.

5 6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

CATEGORY 4: SELLING SKILLS

Selling Skills are characterized by the extent to which the employee: asks
appropriate questions (probing); is sensitive to the customers needs (supporting);
is persistent; is able to close a sale (closing).

Has very poor selling
skills. Rarely able to sell
products and services to
the customer. Ineffective
at probing, supporting,
and closing sales.

I 2 3

Has average selling skills.
Generally able to sell
some products and
services to the customer.
Generally effective at
probing, supporting, and
closing sales.

4 5

Has excellent selling
skills. Almost always
able to sell some products
and services to the
customer. Always
effective at probing,
supporting, and closing
sales.

6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet
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CATEGORY 5: DECISION MAKING ABILITY

Decision Making Ability is characterized by the willingness to take control of
a situation diplomatically to make a decision, and the extent to which the
employee considers the ramifications of alternative courses of action and selects
the most appropriate one.

Has very poor decision
making ability. Rarely
makes decisions when
necessary. Rarely
considers alternative
courses of action and
selects the most
appropriate one.

1 2

Has satisfactory decision
making ability.
Sometimes makes
decisions when necessary.
Sometimes considers
alternative courses of
action and selects the
most appropriate one.

3 4

Has excellent decision
making ability. Almost
always makes decisions
when necessary. Almost
always considers
alternative courses of
action and selects the
most appropriate one.

5 6

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

CATEGORY 6: ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Oral Communication Skills are characterized by the extent to which the
employee is able to clearly, concisely, and effectively present information or
explain decisions orally; to persuade, influence, or argue convincingly through
oral presentation.

Has poor oral
communication skills. Is
unable to make
persuasive oral
presentations. Is unable
to effectively convey
information orally.

1 2

Has satisfactory oral
communication skills. Is
sometimes able to make
persuasive oral
presentations. Is
sometimes able to convey
information orally.

3 4 5

Has excellent oral
communication skills.
Always able to make
persuasive oral
presentations. Always
able to effectively convey
information orally.

6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

7
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CATEGORY 7: KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Knowledge of Products and Services is characterized by the extent to which
the employee learns all of the features and benefits of the products being sold,
and is able to identify the correct products and services for the customer.

Has very poor knowledge
of products and services.
Is rarely able to identify
the appropriate product
or service for the
customer.

I 2 3

Has average knowledge
of products and services.
Is usually able to identify
the appropriate product
or service for the
customer.

4 5

Has excellent knowledge
of products and services.
Is almost always able to
identify the appropriate
product or service for the
customer

6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

CATEGORY 8: GENERAL OFFICE/CLERICAL SKILLS

General office/clerical skills includes basic mathematical, reading, and writing
abilities; maintains accurate records and effectively tracks inventory; is able to
follow directions and attend to detail.

Has very poor general
office skills. Often
makes clerical errors.
Often fails to follow'
directions.

1 2

Has average general
office skills. Sometimes
makes clerical errors.
Usually follows
directions.

3 4 5

Has excellent general
office skills. Almost
never makes clerical
errors. Rarely fails to
follow directions.

6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet



CATEGORY 9: OVERALL PERFORMANCE

For this category, please rate the employee's overall job performance. In
assigning the rating, consider all of this person's job related performance, but do
not include non-job related dimensions, such as personality, off-the-job behavior,
etc. Avoid relying on your previous ratings when evaluating this employee's
overall performance.

Overall, this employee's
job performance is poor
and needs considerable
improvement.

1 2 3

Overall, this employee's
job performance is
satisfactory and needs
only some improvement.

4 5

Overall, this employee's
job performance is
outstanding and needs no
improvement.

6 7

Record your rating on the Performance Rating Sheet

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
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89SALES ASSOCIATE
SURVEY RATING SHEET

Employee's Name:

Employee's SSN:

Rater's Initials:

CATEGORY

1 INTERPERSONAL/CUSTOMER
SERVICE SKILLS

2 INITIATIVE

3 DEPENDABILITY

4 SELLING SKILLS

5 DECISION MAKING ABILITY

6 ORAL COMMUNICATION SKILLS

7 KNOWLEDGE OF PRODUCTS
& SERVICES

8. GENERAL OFFICE/CLERICAL SKILLS

9 OVERALL PERFORMANCE

PERCENT OF REVENUE GOAL ATTAINMENT:

September 1990

October 1990

RATING (1-7)

November 1990

December 1990

(If information is not available for this individual, please leave blank.)
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PARTICIPANT NOTIFICATION PACKET
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Reply To
February XX, 1991

To: Selected Sales Associates

Subject: QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL TEST VALIDATION PROJECT

You have been selected to participate in a test validation project for
sales associates. The purpose of the validation effort is to develop
instruments that will help identify the best candidates for future sales
associate positions while still providing equal employment opportunities
to all bidders and applicants.

The skills and abilities required to successfully perform in a sales
associate position have been identified, and an experimental battery of
tests has been developed. The next phase of the project involves the
administration of the test battery to a sample of sales associates across
stores. The purpose of this phase is to determine, through statistical
analyses, which of the tests in the experimental set are most strongly
related to performance on sales associate jobs.

Attached is a "Question and Answer" document explaining the procedures
involved and some other issues that may be of concern. Please take some
time to review these materials so you can become more familiar with the
project.

In the near future, you will be contacted to arrange for testing. Please
note that your test scores will ONLY be used for the purpose of
evaluating the tests in the experimental set.

If you have any questions, please contact the Testing and Performance
Management Team.

Thank you for your time and cooperation.

NAME
TITLE

Attachment
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QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL
TEST VALIDATION PROJECT

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Q. Why is this project being conducted?

A. The company is reviewing its criteria for selecting candidates for the
position of sales associate. This review allows us to ensure that these
criteria accurately reflect the current demands of the job, and therefore
help us select the best candidates. Only then can we make sure that you
will be working with other qualified individuals in the future.

0. Who is in charge of conducting the project?

A. The project is being conducted by the Testing and Performance
Management Team.

0. How Is the project to be accomplished?

A. The project is being conducted in accordance with relevant legal
guidelines such as those established by the Department of Labor and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The first step in a project like this is a thorough job analysis. The purpose
of this step is to gather as much information as possible about the job:
the tasks and demands involved, the types of skills and abilities needed,
etc. This information is then used to select a set of tests which tap into
the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to do the job. Next, we must
administer this set of test to a large, randomly selected sample of sales
associates.

The resulting test scores will be compared with measures of these
individuals' job performance. Those tests most strongly related to
performance on the job will then be used to select bidders and applicants
to sales associate positions.

0. What does it mean for a test to be "related to job
performance"?

A. To say that a test is related to job performance basically means that the
test discriminates between good and poor job performance, such that
high performing sales associates score high on the test, and low
performing sales associates score low. That is why it is important that
participants do their best in these tests.
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Q&A
Page 2

Q. How are participants selected for the project?

A. Remember that we are following current legal guidelines. It is important

for us to select people randomly, but at the same time, we need similar

numbers of majority and minority participants. This is because we will

need to make sure that the selected tests are fair for everyone, whether

they are minority or non-minority group members.

Q. How is job performance measured for purposes of the
project?

A. Each participant's manager will evaluate the sales associate's

performance on a survey specifically designed for the project. This

performance information (just like the test scores) is seen ONLY by the
researchers and is used ONLY for purposes of the study. Upon

completion of the project, this information is destroyed.

0. Are the test scores going to be placed into participants'

personnel files or used to make any personnel decisions
about the participants?

A. Absolutely not. The test scores will only be seen by the researchers.

Only summary information (for example, "average of the entire sample on

Test 1") will be available to the company.

In addition there are a number of measures that will be taken to

ensure the confidentiality of the test scores. Rather than writing
down their names on each of the tests, participants will be entering
an assigned ID number.

Only the researchers will know who is assigned what number. That

information is necessary so that they can compare these scores with job

performance, as measured in special rating forms designed for use in

this project. They will need to link the two sets of scores (test and

performance scores) for each person in order to select the final

combination of tests that will be used in the future.

At any rate, TEST SCORES AND SCORES ON THE SPECIAL
PERFORMANCE FORM WILL IN NO WAY AFFECT
PARTICIPANTS' CURRENT OR FUTURE STATUS WITH THE

COMPANY.



APPENDIX E

STORE MANAGER NOTIFICATION PACKET
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Reply To
February XX, 1991

To: Store Managers

Subject: QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL TEST VALIDATION PROJECT

Your store has been selected to participate in a test validation project
for sales associates. The purpose of the validation effort is to develop
instruments that will help identify the best candidates for future sales
associate positions while still providing equal employment opportunities
to all bidders and applicants.

The skills and abilities required to successfully perform in a sales
associate position have been identified, and an experimental battery of
tests has been developed. The next phase of the project involves the
administration of the test battery to a sample of sales associates across
stores. The purpose of this phase is to determine, through statistical
analyses, which of the tests in the experimental set are most strongly
related to performance on sales associate jobs.

Attached is a project overview and a "Question and Answer" document
explaining the procedures involved and some other issues that may be of
concern. Please take some time to review these materials so you can
become more familiar with the project.

In the near future, you will be contacted by a Human Resource person in
your Area to arrange for testing.

If you have any questions, please contact the Testing and Performance
Management Team.

Thank you for your time and cooperation.

NAME
TITLE

Attachment (2)
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QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL
TEST VALIDATION PROJECT

QUESTION AND ANSWER

Q. Why is this project being conducted?

A. The company is reviewing its criteria for selecting candidates for the
position of sales associate. This review allows us to ensure that these
criteria accurately reflect the current demands of the job, and therefore
help us select the best candidates. Only then can we make sure that you
will be working with other qualified individuals in the future.

Q. Who is in charge of conducting the project?

A. The project is being conducted by the Testing and Performance
Management Team.

Q. How is the project to be accomplished?

A. The project is being conducted in accordance with relevant legal
guidelines such as those established by the Department of Labor and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The first step in a project like this is a thorough job analysis. The purpose
of this step is to gather as much information as possible about the job:
the tasks and demands involved, the types of skills and abilities needed,
etc. This information is then used to select a set of tests which tap into
the knowledge, skills, and abilities required to do the job. Next, we must
administer this set of test to a large, randomly selected sample of sales
associates.

The resulting test scores will be compared with measures of these
individuals' job performance. Those tests most strongly related to
performance on the job will then be used to select bidders and applicants
to sales associate positions.

0. What does It mean for a test to be "related to job
performance"?

A. To say that a test is related to job performance basically means that the
test discriminates between good and poor job performance, such that
high performing sales associates score high on the test, and low
performing sales associates score low. That is why it is important that
participants do their best in these tests.
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Q & A
Page 2

Q. How are participants selected for the project?

A. Remember that we are following current legal guidelines. It is important
for us to select people randomly, but at the same time, we need similar
numbers of majority and minority participants. This is because we will
need to make sure that the selected tests are fair for everyone, whether
they are minority or non-minority group members.

Q. How is job performance measured for purposes of the
project?

A. Each participant's manager will evaluate the sales associate's
performance on a survey specifically designed for the project. This
performance information (just like the test scores) is seen ONLY by the
researchers and is used ONLY for purposes of the study. Upon
completion of the project, this information is destroyed.

0. Are the test scores going to be placed into participants'
personnel files or used to make any personnel decisions
about the participants?

A. Absolutely not. The test scores will only be seen by the researchers.
Only summary information (for example, "average of the entire sample on
Test 1 ") will be available to the company.

In addition there are a number of measures that will be taken to
ensure the confidentiality of the test scores. Rather than writing
down their names on each of the tests, participants will be entering
an assigned ID number.

Only the researchers will know who is assigned what number. That
information is necessary so that they can compare these scores with job
performance, as measured in special rating forms designed for use in
this project. They will need to link the two sets of scores (test and
performance scores) for each person in order to select the final
combination of tests that will be used in the future.

At any rate, TEST SCORES AND SCORES ON THE SPECIAL
PERFORMANCE FORM WILL IN NO WAY AFFECT
PARTICIPANTS' CURRENT OR FUTURE STATUS WITH THE
COMPANY.
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QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL
TEST VALIDATION PROJECT

OVERVIEW

PURPOSE
The validation study is designed to improve the selection criteria for the position of

sales associate in an effort to improve the quality of candidates for future sales

associate positions.

TEST SELECTION{
A job analysis was conducted late 1990 to determine the critical skills and abilities

needed to successfully perform in a sales associate position. Seven tests that are

designed to measure many of these skills, abilities, and characteristics were selected

for the study.

SAMPLE SELECTION
To provide the statistical power needed for the data analyses and to ensure a

representative sample, we will need to test 250 sales associates who have been in

their jobs at least six months. Minorities will be adequately represented in the sample

to ensure the selected test battery does not adversely impact this group.

TEST SCEDULING AND ADMNSTRATbION
The number of testing sessions and the location of testing sites will be designed to

minimize intrusion on day-to-day operations. Participants will be tested in groups and

individually. Testing sessions will be approximately three hours in length.

Management personnel will coordinate the scheduling and administration of tests.

JOB PERFORMANCE DATA
To be useful, a test battery must be related to job performance such that those who

pass the test are more likely to successfully perform the job than those who do not

pass the test. Accordingly, the validation study will involve both testing and collection

of on-the-job performance data. Each participant's manager will evaluate his or her

performance on a survey which was developed based on the job analysis. The survey

takes about 20 minutes to complete. All data gathered will be confidential (the

employee will not know how she has been rated by the manager) and no one but the

researchers will have access to the data. The test results and the performance

surveys will be used for the purposes of the test validation study ONLY. These

documents are destroyed upon completion of all statistical analyses and no record of

them is ever made in the employee's file.

TIME FRAME
Testing will occur in February and March. Collection of performance data will take

place concurrently. The test battery will be ready for implementation within 1991.
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ADMINISTRATION GUIDE

FOR THE

QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL
TEST VALIDATION PROJECT
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TEST SECURITY PROCEDURE

ALL EMPLOYEES INVOLVED WITH ANY PART OF PRE-
EMPLOYMENT SELECTION PROCEDURES MUST BE
CONSTANTLY AWARE OF MAINTAINING THE CONFIDENTIALITY
OF THE PROGRAM AND THE SECURITY OF ALL TESTS.

This includes the following:

o All new and used tests (paper copies, audio tapes, computer hardware I
software, etc.) will be kept under lock and key, anytime they are
not being utilized. This includes while on coffee break, going to the
copy machine, during lunch, etc.

o Under no circumstances should any test, new or used, ever be
photocopied, computer copied or reproduced.

o Tests, either new or used, will be viewed only by authorized
personnel.

o A candidate's test results are confidential records and should be
released only to authorized personnel.

Should an employee have any questions concerning test or interview security, or
have knowledge of a possible violation, he/she should contact their manager.

These rules are covered by the "Protection of Property and Services" section of
the Code of Business Ethics. Any violation will be dealt with accordingly.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE TEST
ADMINISTRATOR

Prior to the testing session:

o Read carefully the Administration Guide.

o Familiarize yourself with the test materials.

o Work through all of the sample test items.

o Note the correct method for marking the answers.

o Arrange for a quiet, comfortable room for testing.

o Bring materials:

Stopwatch
Pencils
Scratch Paper
Test Packets
Test Administration Guide
Performance Survey and Rating Sheets

During the testing session:

The administrator should seat the examinees, making certain that sufficient space
is allowed between them to discourage comparison and advisement. The
examinees' work areas should be free from loose paper and personal belongings.

The results of this testing will be meaningful only if all the examinees have an
adequate opportunity to understand the test instructions and are given the .
standard amount of time to work on the tests. It is therefore important to keep
the following points in mind during the testing session:

o Make sure that the examinees understand the directions well enough to
complete the sample problems correctly.

o Instructions may be repeated for clarity if necessary, but specific questions
regarding test items must be answered with: "Use your own judgment."
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o Inform the examinees that no questions are to be asked after the test begins.

o Accurate tuning is essential to the testing process - no one should be
allowed to start working before the signal is given to begin, and everyone
must stop and put their pencils down when they are told to do so.

Separate administration instructions are given for each test. The indented
sections are to be read aloud VERBATIM to the examinees. These instructions
usually follow after an introductory statement of the test. It is important that the
test administration procedures be followed as precisely as possible.

Any unusual circumstances should be documented (i.e. an interruption during the
administration of a test). Standardization of the test administration procedures is
the key to obtaining valid test scores from the examinees.
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TESTING AGENDA

TIME

A. General Instructions to Examinees 5 mi.

B. Completion of the Employee Information Sheet 5 nin.

C. Testing (All times include administration instructions)

Schubert General Ability Battery 45 mi.

SRA Reading Index 25 mi.

Sales Attitude Check List 15 mi.

D. Break 10 min.

SRA Arithmetic Index 25 min.

Wonderlic Personnel Test 15 mm.

SRA Verbal Form 15 mi.

School and College Ability Tests 20 min.

E. Total Time for Administration. 3 hours
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EXAMINEES

(TO BE READ ALOUD)

"You have been selected to participate in a very important study. The goal
of this study is to develop a new test battery which will be used to select
future sales associates.

The federal government requires that all employment tests be valid and
fair. In other words, all employment tests used must measure job-related
skills and aptitudes, and they must be nondiscriminatory for minority as
well as non-minority applicants.

Based on an analysis of your job, we have devised an experimental battery
of seven (7) tests. Of these tests, only two or three will probably be used
in the final selection test battery. To determine which of these tests will be
useful for selecting individuals who are likely to become quality
performers, the experimental test battery must be administered to a
representative sample of successful performers like yourselves. At a later
point in time, measures of your job performance will be collected and
statistical analyses will be conducted to examine the relationships between
test performance and job performance. Those tests which are most
predictive of job performance will then be used to select future applicants
for sales associate positions.

YOUR RESULTS ON THESE TESTS OR ON THE JOB
PERFORMANCE MEASURE WILL IN NO WAY AFFECT
YOUR CURRENT OR FUTURE STATUS WITH THE
COMPANY. The results will only be used to assess the effectiveness of
the tests in the battery, and they will be kept in the strictest of confidence.
The results will only be seen by members of the test validation team.

Test packets have been created to further ensure test security and
participant confidentiality. At the completion of the test battery you will
be asked to close and seal the test packet.

Since your test scores will serve as a basis for evaluating the tests in the
battery, please try to do your very best. Your participation in this
validation study is very much appreciated.

The entire test battery will take approximately three hours, and you will be
given a ten minute break."
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(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Are there any questions?"

(ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS, THEN SAY:)

"I will now pass your test packets to you. Please wait for instructions
before opening it."

(PASS OUT THE TEST PACKETS, THEN SAY:)

"With the flap side facing you, please open your your test packets and take
out the EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET only."
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXAMINEES

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET

(MAKE SURE THE EXAMINEES HAVE TAKEN OUT ONLY THE
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET, THEN SAY:)

"This form will be used to aid us in assuring the confidentiality of your test
scores. In the top right hand comer of this sheet you will find a number
entered in the space labeled 'ID'. This number is entered instead of your
name on all of the tests that you will be taking. The information which you
provide on the Employee Information Sheet is required for legal and
statistical analysis purposes; however, by keeping this information separate
from your test scores we are better able to ensure that your test results will
remain confidential.

All test scoring will be done at the General Office. After they have scored
the tests they will remove the ID numbers from the employee information
sheets to assure the confidentiality of your test scores. Only summary
information regarding the average scores across ALL EMPLOYEES will
be kept on file. No individual test scores will be kept on file.

Begin by entering your social security number for item number 1."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Next, print your name; last name first, followed by your first name and
middle initial for item number 2."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Enter the month, day, and year of your birth date for item number 3 and
your gender for item number 4."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Next, enter today's date for item number 5."

(PLEASE READ THE CORRECT DATE AT THIS ThIE.)
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(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"For item number 6, please indicate your present job title (for example,

sales associate)."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Please indicate your job status in item number 7 by circling either full or
part time."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Next, indicate your ethnic group by circling the appropriate category in
item 8."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"For item number 9, write in the number of years and months you have

been employed in your present job classification. Be as precise as you can
be."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"For item number 10, indicate the number of years and months of formal
education you have completed. For example, if you have completed high
school, this would be 12 years. If you have completed one year of college
(or junior college), this would be 13 years. If you are a college graduate,
this would be 16 years."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Enter the city in which your store is located in the space for item 11."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Finally, PRINT your Manager's name in the space provided for item 12."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Are there any questions?"

(ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS).
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(IF THERE ARE NO QUESTIONS, SAY:)

"Please put your Employee Information Sheet back inside your test packet.
behind the test battery."

(PAUSE, THEN SAY:)

"Upon completion of a test, please return it to the test packet in this
fashion."
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QUALITY HIRE - RETAIL SALES TEST VALIDATION STUDY

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET

ID#:

/t /
(1) Social Security #

(3) Birth Date

(6) Job Title

(8) Ethnic Background
(Circle One)

American Indian

Asian / Pacific Islander

Black

Hispanic

White / Other

(2) Last Name, First Ml

(4) Sex (5) Test Date

(7) Job Status (Circle One)

Full Time Part Time

(9) Years at Present Job

(10) Years of Education

(11) Store Location (City)

(12) Store Manager's Name

(Human Resources use only --

TEST

Do not write below this line.)

SURVEY

1. a._
b._
c._
d._

tot._
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. _ _ _

2. __ _

3. __ _

4.
5.a.

b.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Total.
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